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Stills from our new series

Biology

The Great Barrier Reef:  
A Natural Wonder
Australia is home to one of the world’s largest, most 
complex and amazing ecosystems – the Great Barrier 
Reef. This video explores the reef’s biotic and abiotic 
features, including coral formation and how changes  
in abiotic factors affect it; the food chain, nutrient cycle 
and carbon cycle; and the impact of human activity. It 
is an excellent resource for middle/senior students of 
geography, biology and environmental science.

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  AR

Ecosystems
The Great Barrier Reef is an ideal case study for learning about the delicate ecological balance between living and 
non-living things, and the need for careful management in order to safeguard against critical threats posed by 
human activity.

Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary 

• Comprehension Questions

• Story of the Reef

• The Carbon Cycle

Additional Resources

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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The Great Barrier Reef: Coral, 
Carbon and Climate Change
The future of the Great Barrier Reef, one of the world’s 
most significant marine environments, is under threat 
due to modern industry and agriculture. Featuring 
interviews with reef experts, including the director of 
the GBR Marine Park Authority, accredited reef divers 
and a Reef Guardians cane farmer, this programme 
presents an outstanding case study of environmental 
management for middle/senior secondary students.

2017  |  15 min  |  CC  |  AR

Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Report Card

• The Time is Now

Additional Resoures

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Stills from our new titles

English

Alice in Wonderland
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland explained like never 
before. In seven short minutes students will learn about 
Lewis Carroll, the real Alice and important background 
information about the book and the times in which it was 
written. Theme, character and literary analysis are spelled 
out for kids by an engaging teacher who walks through 
the story – literally!

2016  |  7 min  |  CC  |  AR

Jnr Secondary - Mid Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resources
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Alice through the Looking Glass
Let Miss Reegi help your students (literally) ‘walk 
through’ Lewis Carroll’s layered and fantastic classic 
‘Alice through the Looking Glass’. Visual and engaging, 
this video is a a perfect fit for the classroom with an 
entertaining look at author, characters, story, and plot.

2016  |  5 min  |  CC  |  AR

Jnr Secondary - Mid Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures

Chasing Vermeer
Give your students important insights into Blue Balliett’s 
exciting art-theft mystery ‘Chasing Vermeer’ and its 
context, with this fun and engaging video.

2016  |  3 min  |  CC  |  AR

Jnr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures
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Stills from our new series

Geography

London
London is one of the world’s most important megacities. 
It has long attracted people from all over the globe, as 
well as migrants from within the UK, and continues to 
do so today. This programme explores some of London’s 
history and presents a range of information regarding 
its geography, economy, labour market, and standard of 
living in the 21st century.

2017  |  14 min  |  CC  |  AR

Megacities
This series examines two of the world’s megacities – London and Mumbai. It examines the factors that have shaped 
them over the centuries and what makes them tick today. These programmes are ideal case studies for middle-
senior secondary geography students.

Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Come on Over!

• The Pulse of London Life

Additional Resources

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Mumbai
Mumbai, the world’s most densely populated city, 
has been a thriving commercial hub for millennia. Its 
population has increased massively over the past 50 
years, and although it has slowed, growth continues 
today, placing the city’s infrastructure under enormous 
pressure. This programme explores some of Mumbai’s 
history and presents a range of information regarding 
its geography, economy, labour market, and standard of 
living in the 21st century.

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  AR

Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Disappearing Money

• People Power

Additional Resoures

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Stills from our new series

Mathematics

Applying the Differentiation  
of Trigonometric Functions
This video shows how to use the rules of differentiating 
trigonometric functions to solve different problems.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Differentiation

Snr Secondary

Differentiation is one of the most fundamental tools in calculus. This series can be used to introduce or review this 
important topic through 13 targeted mathematical tutorials.
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Differentiating Exponentials and 
Logarithms
This video shows the special rules used to find the 
derivatives of exponential and logarithmic functions.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Differentiating Implicit 
Functions
This video shows how to differentiate implicit functions, 
where the function is not written in the form of y = f(x).

2013  |  9 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Differentiating Parametric 
Equations
This video explains how to obtain the derivative of 
a parametic equation dy/dx, when both the x and y 
variables depend on a third independent variable, t.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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Differentiating Trigonometric 
Functions
This video shows how to evaluate the derivatives of 
trigonometric functions, including sin (x), cos (x) and 
tan (x).

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Differentiating with Negative 
and Fractional Indices
This video shows how to evaluate the derivatives of 
functions raised to negative or fractional powers, using 
the power rule.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Increasing and Decreasing 
Functions
This video describes increasing functions , graphs with 
a positive gradient, and decreasing functions, graphs 
with a negative gradient. It shows how to evaluate and 
find the range of values in which a graph is increasing or 
decreasing using differentiation.

2013  |  8 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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Rates of Change
The video shows how to approach questions relating to 
the rate of change using differentiation and evaluate such 
questions at a particular value.

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Tangent and Normal to a Curve
This video shows how to obtain the equations of the 
tangent and normal to a curve using differentiation.

2013  |  9 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Chain Rule
The video describes the chain rule, a rule used in 
differentiation to find the derivatives of ‘composite 
functions’.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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The Product Rule
The video describes the product rule, a rule that is 
used to differentiate problems where one function is 
multiplied by another.

2013  |  9 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Quotient Rule
The video describes the quotient rule, a rule that is used 
to differentiate problems where one function is divided 
by another.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Reciprocal Rule
The video describes the reciprocal rule, a method in 
differentiation that can be used to find the derivative 
of a function that is the reciprocal of a differentiable 
function.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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An Introduction
This video gives an introduction about the process 
of integration, which is the inverse process of 
differentiation. It shows how to obtain the equation of a 
curve though the equation of its gradient.

Definite Integrals
This video explains definite integrals, which use limits 
on the integral signs to come up with a final numerical 
answer after integrating.

Differential Equations
This video demonstrates how to use integration to 
remove dy/dx from equations to obtain an equation that 
is free from any derivatives.

2013  |  8 min  |  CC  

2013  |  10 min  |  CC  

2013  |  8 min  |  CC  

Integration

Snr Secondary

Snr Secondary

Snr Secondary

An experienced mathematics teacher takes your students through the processes of integration. This series is ideal 
for both introducing and reviewing this integral topic.
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Integrating Basic Trigonometric 
Functions
This video shows how to obtain the integrals for basic 
trigonometric functions.

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Formulating Differential 
Equations
This video shows how to formulate differential equations 
from a series of statements, and integrate these 
equations  in order to obtain the answer asked for in the 
question.

2013  |  10 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Integrating 1/x and ex

This video shows how to obtain the integrals for 1/x and 
ex functions.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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Integration by Parts
This video shows how to integrate by parts when the 
function involves a product of two functions that cannot 
be integrated through substitution.

2013  |  12 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Integrating sin2 (x), cos2 (x) and 
tan2 (x)
This video shows how to obtain the integrals for sin 
squared, cos squared and tan squared.

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Integrating Functions of (ax + b)
This video demonstrates how to integrate (ax + b) 
functions by using the reverse of the chain rule.

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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Integration Using Partial 
Fractions
This video shows how to obtain the integrals for 
functions involving polynomials in the denominator by 
using partial fractions.

2013  |  10 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Integration by Substitution: 
Non-Linear Subsitution
This video shows how to obtain the integrals for 
complicated functions with a non-linear substitution.

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Integration by Substitution
This video shows how to obtain the integrals for 
complicated functions by first making a substitution.

2013  |  9 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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The Area between a Curve and 
the y Axis.
This video shows how to obtain the area between a curve 
and the y axis using integration and definite integrals.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Area between a Curve and 
the x Axis.
This video shows how to obtain the area between a 
curve and the x axis using integration and definite 
integrals.

2013  |  8 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

Multiple Integration by Parts
This video demonstrates how to do integration by parts 
more than one time so as to obtain a function that can 
be integrated more easily.

2013  |  10 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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Volumes of Revolution
This video shows how to use integration to find the 
volume of a solid with a circular cross-section.

2013  |  13 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Area between Two Curves
This video shows how to obtain the area between two 
curves using integration and definite integrals.

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary

The Area between a Line and a 
Curve
This video shows how to obtain the area between a line 
and the curve using integration and definite integrals.

2013  |  7 min  |  CC  

Snr Secondary
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BIDMAS
Students learn to understand the concept of the order 
of precedence in mathematical operations through the 
acronym BIDMAS; brackets, index, divide, multiply, add 
and subtract.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Accuracy: Discrete Data
In this video, the teacher demonstrates how to identify 
the maximum and minimum possible values of a 
number that has been rounded, and how to identify 
upper and lower bounds for discrete data.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Accuracy: Continuous Data
In this video, the teacher demonstrates how to identify 
the maximum and minimum possible values of a 
number that has been rounded, and how to identify 
upper and lower bounds for continuous data.

2013  | 6 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Numbers
These math tutorials presented by an experienced mathematics teacher, can be used to introduce or reinforce 
topics such as factors, fractions, percentages, and rounding.
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Divisibility Tests: 7–10
In this clip, students learn how to apply simple tests of 
divisibility for the numbers 7–10.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Divisibility Tests: 2–6
In this clip, students learn how to apply simple tests of 
divisibility for the numbers 2–6.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Comparing Fractions
The presenter compares fractions in order to explore 
the concept of fractions, in particular how to identify 
and numerically order fractions by converting to the 
same denominator.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Fractions of a Quantity
In this video, the teacher explains how to calculate 
a fraction of an amount through a combination of 
division and multiplication.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Factors
Students learn about factors, particularly prime factors, 
and how to find them through division in this clip.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Factor Trees and the Ladder 
Method
In this video students learn to express a number as 
a product of it’s prime factors, using two methods; 
factor trees and the ladder method.

2013  |  6 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Fractions: Adding and 
Subtracting Mixed Fractions 
(Alternative Method)
Continuing on from “Fractions: Adding and 
Subtracting” and “Fractions: Adding and Subtracting 
Mixed Fractions” this video shows students how to 
add and subtract mixed fractions using a faster, more 
advanced method.

Jnr Secondary

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  

Fractions: Adding and 
Subtracting Mixed Fractions
Continuing from “Fractions: Adding and Subtracting”, 
this video furthers students knowledge of adding and 
subtracting fractions by using mixed numbers. The 
method used by the teacher uses improper fractions to 
solve the equation.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Fractions: Adding and 
Subtracting
Students learn the basics of how to add and subtract 
fractions in this video. This includes fractions with a 
common denominator, how to add and subtract fractions 
by writing them with a common denominator, and how 
to add and subtract fractions using the lowest common 
multiple (LCM).

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Fractions: Introduction and 
Equivalent
Students are introduced to the concept of fractions 
in this video. They learn to recognise when two 
fractions are equivalent and how to identify, 
recognise, find, and calculate equivalent fractions.

Fractions: Dividing
In this clip, students are taught to interpret division as 
the inverse of multiplication, and divide integers and 
fractions by a fraction.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Fractions: Cancelling Down
Cancelling down is the process of simplifying fractions. In 
this video, the teacher explains how to do this through a 
process of division.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  
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Fractions: Multiplying and 
Dividing Mixed Fractions
Continuing on from “Fractions: Multiplying” and 
“Fractions: Dividing”, this video demonstrates how 
students can solve multiplication and division 
fraction equations that involve mixed numbers.

Jnr Secondary

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Fractions: Multiplying
In this clip, students learn how to multiply fractions by 
integers and other fractions.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Fractions: Mixed to Improper and 
Improper to Mixed
In this clip, students are taught how to change a mixed 
number to an improper fraction and vice versa, using 
example questions.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Multiples
This video allows students to understand the term 
‘multiple’ in context and teaches them how it is used.

2013  |  2 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

HCF and LCM using Prime 
Factors
This clip demonstrates how to find the highest common 
factor (HCF) and lowest common multiple (LCM) of large 
numbers using prime factors.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

HCF and LCM
In this video, the teacher demonstrates how to find the 
lowest common mulitple (LCM) and highest common 
factor (HCF) of two numbers. 

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Reverse Percentages
Students learn to use an inverse operation to solve 
percentage problems. This video presents the unitary 
method as a way of solving these problems.

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Primes
In this clip, students are taught how to identify a prime 
number using the two factor rule.

2013  |  2 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Prime Factors
Students learn how to define prime factors and find 
them. Students will also learn how to express numbers 
in terms of their prime factors.

2013  |  2 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary
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Squares, Cubes and Powers of 
Number
This video teaches the basic concept of what a power is 
and the correct notation and wording used, through the 
use of square roots and cube roots.

2013  |  4 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Rounding to the Nearest 10, 100 
and 1000
In this clip, students learn to round whole numbers to 
any given power of 10, so students learn how to round 
numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000.

2013  |  3 min  |  CC  

Jnr Secondary

Reverse Percentages (Alternative 
Method)
In this video, students learn to use an alternative inverse 
operation to solve percentage problems.

Jnr Secondary

2013  |  5 min  |  CC  
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Stills from our new series

Media Arts

Acting in Film
In ‘Animal Kingdom’, David Michôd’s casting choices 
make the characters all the more chilling and compelling 
to watch. In ‘The Dressmaker’, actors’ experiences, talents 
and natural inclinations are given room to shine. This 
programme explores the important role that acting 
plays, in order for the audience to connect with the 
characters on their screen.

2017  |  11 min  |  CC  |  AR

Analysing Cinematic Texts:  
‘The Dressmaker’ and ‘Animal Kingdom’

Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Casting Call

• Extension Activity - 
Historical Casting

Additional Resources

This series takes a behind-the-scenes look at the carefully constructed world of film. Students will learn how 
narratives and production elements are woven together to make the movies we love, using Australian films ‘Animal 
Kingdom’ and ‘The Dressmaker’.

• Who Am I?

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Production Elements in Film
The police arrive – their headlights the only light in the 
overwhelming darkness… In this programme, students 
consider how filmmakers use light and other production 
elements to create mood and tone, convey meaning, and 
stir the emotions of their audiences. This programme 
explores how production elements combine to create the 
cinematic experience by comparing and contrasting the 
two feature films.

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  AR

Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Bingo!

• Lights, Camera, Action, Effect!

Additional Resoures

Story Elements in Film
Her Singer sewing machine is centre of frame, like a 
case holding a weapon… Costume design, character, 
and cause and effect are all important elements in film. 
This programme invites students to consider how these 
story elements work together to drive the narrative, 
while presenting different narrative possibilities along 
the way, in order to keep the audience enthralled to the 
very end.

2017  |  19 min  |  CC  |  AR

Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Compare and Contrast

• Pre-Viewing

• Terms and Effects

Additional Resoures

• Take a Shot

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

• Zoom In

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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Stills from our new titles

Teacher Professional Dev.

Clarifying Copyright
This resource is designed to assist teachers in 
understanding copyright and piracy in order to teach 
their students about it, promote academic integrity and 
good digital citizenship in the classroom and beyond, 
and minimise unauthorised streaming and downloading 
that uses valuable school bandwidth.

2016  |  3 min  |  CC  |  AR

Adult

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resources
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Classroom Management: Our 
Wonderful Twos
Miss Reegi provides a system that is simple, that manages 
as well as rewards, and (best of all) promotes ‘buy-in’. 
Inclusive and engaging, our ‘Wonderful Twos’ will reach 
those certain students who don’t always make the best 
decisions, as well the ones who always do!

2016  |  4 min  |  CC  |  AR

Adult

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures


